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Abstract: Given the wide social ambit of state owned enterprises, operational ineffi-

ciencies may lead to forgoing profits. The current study examines profitability of state 

owned enterprises in India from 2007 to 2009 from a political economy perspective. 

The paper finds that profitability of an enterprise is driven by how right wing the state 

(where the enterprise is located) is. Additionally, if the state where the enterprise is 

located is politically aligned with the Central government, the enterprise earns higher 

profit. Finally, the effect of state subsidies on profits of enterprises reduces in the period 

just before state level elections. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

State own巴denterprises (SOEs) ar巴S巴enas important instruments of social and eco-

nomic policy in industrialized mix巴deconomies and in dev巴loping巴conomi巴s(Aharoni, 

1981). Aharoni (1981) further discusses th巴twocontradictory objectives that these en-

terprises aspire for. Firstly, being publicly owned, th巴seenterpris巴shav巴awide set 

of objectives to be met-ranging from providing employment to the masses, investing 

in projects that demand long gestation periods and maintaining a low price for certain 

products. Secondly, since these enterprises are economic units these enterprises have 

certain economic goals as well. However, with focus heavily inclined towards welfare 

generation, these enterprises may move away from the narrow paradigm of economic 
goals such as pro自ttargeting. 

Pro白t,on the other hand is a conventional objective that most firms (private) aspire 

for. Profit is the key for innovation, investment and attracting top managers. If SOEs 

choose to maximize pro自ts,innovation and investment may lead to more宅がcientper-

formance. However, by focusing solely on profits, SOEs may fail to meet all aspects of 
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the multidimensional objective function. This implies there is a tradeoff between eco・

nomic and social objectives for an SOE choosing between profits and social welfare. 

The current study builds against this background. 

The aim of th巴currentstudy is not to contest if the SOEs must maximize profits or 

social welfare. In fact, recognizing the broader role that SOEs cater to, the study aims 

to examine the profitability of such enterprises. Meeting social objectives may/ may 

not imply complete profit ignorance. The moot question that arises is how profitable 

are these enterprises. In other words, what are the factors that drive profits of these 

enterprises? Besides firm sp巴cificfactors, the study highlights the role of political and 

economic environment (in which SOEs operate) in shaping profitability. Pro自tsis an 

important criteria even for SOEs because subsidy amount, RATNA status and other 

important policy decisions are related to profits. 

The study draws data on SO Es owned by the state governments of India, better known 

as the state level public sector enterprises (SLPEs). The prime focus of this study is on 

SLPEs for two reasons. In general, the issue of pro自tabilityis an interesting one in the 

context of state owned enterprises as compared to private enterprises. Private and state 

owned enterprises are very different in structure and objectives. Most private enterprises 

aim to maximize profits. So capturing peけ町manceof private enterprises using profit as 

a measure is an appropriate approach. By contrast, state owned enterprises are owned 

by the government, and hence have a dual role-social and economic. The social role 

stems from the state’s objective being inclined towards welfare generation. However, 

the entrepreneurial role by acting as an enterprise in the manufacturing sector, these 

enterprises act as business units as well. This dual (social and economic) role has two 

opposing effects on profits of thes巴ent巴rpris巴s-while social objectives may hamper 

profitability, the entrepreneurial role may enhance it. Using pro日tsas a yardstick to 

measure performance of state owned enterprises may be misleading. The curr巴ntstudy 

d巴viatesfrom measuring performance of SLPEs in India. Instead, it aims to examine 

the profitability aspect against the dual objectives of these enterprises. 

Further, the study focuses only on the enterprises owned by the various state govern-

ments of India. It does not consider enterprises that are owned by the Centre, called 

Central public sector enterprises (CPSEs). This is mainly due to the difference in own-

ership and regulation of the CPSEs and SLPEs. The CPSEs are owned by the Central 

government of India whereas the SLPEs are owned by the respective state governments. 

The jurisdiction of CPSEs comes under the Department of Public Enterprises which is 

monitored by the Ministry of Heavy Industry and Public Enterprises. The jurisdiction 

of SLPEs lies with the respective state ministries. Further, the issue of profitability of 

CPSEs and SLPEs cannot be compared because CPSEs have a variety of policy tools 

that can be used to enhance profits. Some of these policies include disinvestment, mem-

orandum of understanding, ratna status and stock market listing. In contrast, SLPE 

policies are designed by the various state mi『1istries.In fact, SLPEs are yet to adopt 

the aforementioned policies. Thus, the two sets of enterprises cannot be analysed in a 

single framework. The curr巴ntstudy aims to contribute to the scarce literature of SLPEs 

in India. 
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The scanty literature of SLPEs in India is mainly attributed to the lack of data. The 

current study uses a data set compiled from the Public Enterprise Survey, Elections 

Commission of India, Prowess, other government departments and past studies. The 

financial data has been hand collected for SLPEs owned by various state governments 

of India for the period 2007 to 2009 from the department of public enterprises (DPE) 

website. The political and economic factors that shape the business environment is col-

lated. The study uses fix巴deffects regression to identify the determinants of pro自tability

of SLPEs. As a next step, propensity score matching is used to com par巴profitabilityof 

ent巴rprisesbetween states on the basis of three political factors-ideology of the state, 

political alignment between the centre and the state (a dummy variable that takes the 

value I if the enterpris巴islocated in the stat巴thatis run by the same party running the 

Centre) and state ideology. 

The results of the fixed effects regressions suggest that it is a combination of firm 

specific and external factors that driv巴profitability.With respect to firm specific fac-

tors, SLPEs that are smaller in size, less loan-burdened and with high capital employed 

lead to higher profits. Political variables, the key variables of the current study have 

a significant role to play in the profitability of these enterprises. It is seen that SLPEs 

that are operating in states that are comparatively right leaning have higher profitability. 

Further, profits of enterprises in states aligned with the Centre are higher than enter-

prises located in states with different parties. Finally, profits of SLPEs is higher if the 

state government is in the last two years of its term. 

Further, to test the amalgamation of politics in economic issues, the study examines 

an interaction of subsidies to these enterprises with political variables. It is seen that the 

effect of subsidies on pro自tabilityis strongly condition巴dby political variabl巴s.Finally, 

a host of state level巴conomicfactors influ巴nceprofits of SLPEs. Th巴resultsfrom 

prop巴nsityscor巴matchingmethod is also in line with th巴regressionresults. 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

We divid巴thereview of literature in to three strands. The first one focuses on inter-

national studies that巴xamineprofits of public sector enterprises. Lin and Rowe (2006) 

examine the determinants of profitability of China’s local state enterprises and find that 

investment share by non-state ent巴rprisescontribute positively to pro自tsof these en-

terprises. In contrast, unhealthy or bad assets contribute negatively to profits. Xu and 

Gui (2016) empirically establish that high pro自tsof Chinese SOEs in r巴centyears is a 

result of distorted economic policies such as financial repression. Estrin and Rosevear 

( 1999) investigate the relationship between ownership and performance for a random 

sample of 150 firms in Ukrain巴.Among other measures, the study uses自rmprofit as 

an important measure of白rmperformance. The study asserts that profitability is better 

in private enterprises as compared to state owned enterprises. Omran (2004) studies 

the performance of 54 newly privatized Egyptian白rmsafter accounting for the perfor・

mance of control自rmsin the pre-privatization period over 1994-98. Using matching 

techniques, the study iterates that there is no signi自cantimprovement in the enterprises 
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select巴dfor privatization. Trebat (1983) discusses that in the 1960s and 1970s the state 

had taken the role of an entrepreneur to foster faster growth and development. It was 

the advantage of the ability to assemble large capital, attract skilled managers and earn 

reasonable profits by the state that helped Brazil progress. 

The next strand of literature that the study focuses on is related to the Indian state 

owned enterprises owned by the Central government of India. These enterprises, re-

ferr巴dto as the central public sector enterprises, have been heavily studied upon by 

many researchers. The most important issue to be addressed in the context of CPSEs is 

the efficacy of disinv巴stmentpolicy in improving the performance of these enterprises. 

Many researchers such as Ahuja and Majumdar ( 1998), Majumdar ( 1998), and Gupta 

(2005) have examined profitability of these enterprises. Most of these results find that 

disinvestment has had a modest positive effect on firm profitability due to the monitor-

ing role of the stock market and regulatory requirements of the Stock Exchange Board 

of India (SEBI). 

However, there are not many studies focusing on SLPEs. This is mainly due to lack of 

data. Most studies have analysed the performance of SLPEs for particular states. Naidu 

(2005) analyses the sectoral performance of SLPEs in Andhra Pradesh for the period 

1998-99 to 2004-05. The study asserts the need for better financial restructuring, care-

ful review of capital expenditure, timely implementation of projects and accountability 

for better SLPE performance. Jacob (2005) analyzes industrial disputes in Kerala for 

all SLPEs, by focusing on the causes of disputes, grievance redressal arrangements and 

more importantly, the political affiliation of workers and unions. The study emphasizes 

the role of management attitude to success of labor management participation schemes. 

Kare巴m(2011) discuss the rel巴vanceof planning in the performance of SLPEs in Ker-

ala from 2008-2011. The study stipulates that a change in the state government in 2006 

brought about a signi自canttransformation of policies for the revival of SLPEs. Out of 

the 44 SLPEs, only 12 were making pro自tsin 2005-06. This rose to 32 (out of 37 due 

to mergers and take overs) in 2009-10. Jhawar (2010) analyses various aspects of in-

dustrial sickness and restructuring of SLPEs in Karnataka. The study emphasizes on the 

role of intelligent strategies and initiatives, dynamic leadership and sustained effort for 

successful restructuring. De (2014) analyses the performance of SLPEs in West Bengal 

for the period 2004-05 to 20 I 0-1 I and白ndsthat the number of loss making SLPEs 

outweighed the number of profit making ones throughout the period of analysis. The 

study stresses the need for better management, professionalism and accountability for 

improving SLPE performance. 

Although limited, some studies have focused on the performance of all SLPEs in 

India. Nagar勾(1991)documents the long term trends in the performance of public 

sector from 1960-61 to 1989-90. The study combines central and state level public 

sector enterprises as the Non Departmental Enterprises (NOE). The study asserts on the 

reversal in th巴eightiesof the poor performance recorded by the public sector (includ・

ing the NOE) in the sixties and seventies. Sankar et al ( 1990) investigate the factors 

that influence positive rat巴ofreturn in SLPEs. S巴gregating自rmsaccording to the in-

dustry structure, the study iterates the positive association of profitability with risk. It 
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concludes that electrical industries experience high risk and hence demand technology 

upgradation and competitive market prices for profits. Similarly, low profitable indus-

tries as cement, sugar and textile have a higher scope of consistent performance. Sankar 

et al (1989) record the poor白nancialand managerial performance of SLPEs in India 

since the fifties and suggest remedial measures. They discuss a three stage action plan-

improving operational aspects in the short run, restructuring organizational setup in the 

medium run and improvement of strategic management in the long run.Mishra and Ki-

ram川ai(2006) provide an over川ewof the performance of SLPEs b巴tween1991-92 and 

2002-03. The study reports that “... instead of earning a 10 per cent rate of return, 

these enterprises registered a compound annual growth of 17 .36 per cent in their net 

losses.”The study巴mphasizedon the need for disinvestment and privatization as fiscal 

pressures for accelerating the performance. 

The current study attempts to contribute to the last strand of literature. The novel 

feature that the study recognizes and controls for is the importanc巴of巴xternalfactors in 

shaping form performance. Speci白cally,the study aims to examine the effect of certain 

political factors on the profitability of SLPEs in India. This has never been attempted in 

the past for SLPEs and may have important policy implications. 

3. POLITICAL FACTORS AND PROFITS OF SLPES 

SLPEs are owned by governments of respective states. Elected by the citizens, the 

governments further appoint managers and board members for each SLPE. Unlike pri-

vate enterprises that focus on the divergence of objectives faced by the owners and 

the managers, the public firms have an additional agent between the managers and the 

owners (the citizens)-the government. Speci自cally,the citizens (principal) elect the 

government (agent 1) that appoints managers (agent 2) to run these enterprises. This 

typical principaトdoubleagent structure of public enterprises makes these firms more 

susceptible to moral hazard problems and management in efficiencies. Thus perfor-

mance of these enterprises becomes very susceptible to external factors as compared to 

their private counterparts. As a result the business environment in which these operate 

becomes significant in shaping up their profitability and performance. 

The business巴nvironmentcomprises of the stat巴speci白ceconomic policies and pol it-

ical factors that influence the industrial sector. However, the influence of these external 

factors is more important in SLPEs than private ent巴rprisesmostly due to the double 

agent structure. R巴cognizingthe critical role of external factors in the profitability of 

enterprises, the study focuses on three important political factors that shape the business 

environment in which these SLPEs operate. 

3.1. Ideology of the state 

Theoretically, it is a long establish巴dfact that left wing gov巴rnm巴ntspromot巴re-

distr t』tiv巴policiesmor巴thantheir right wing count巴rpartswhich signals that gov 
－ 

ern1司1entsinclin巴dmore towards the right side of the ideological sp巴ctrumwill have 

policies that are relatively more beneficial to the industrial sector. This stems from the 

main ideology of right wing parties in favor of market based solutions. And thus, in 
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theory, one may expect that industry as a sector would benefit more if the government 

party is right wing. Right wing parties will interfere less in the affairs of the SOEs 

which would enable these enterprises to respond to market signals in a more focused 

manner. In contrast, left wing governments would focus more on the socialist objective 

of these enterprises. Thus, profits of state owned enterprises will be better if these en-

terprises are located in states that are mo陀 rightwing. Empirical investigation indicates 

similar results. Allers et al. (200 I) find that left wing parties place a higher tax burden 

as opposed to the right wing ones. Comola (2009）自ndsthat on an average right wing 

governments support export in certain industries more than the left wing governments. 

This has b巴enobserved in CPSEs as well. Jain (2017) reports that according to the 

Board of Restructuring Public Sector Enterprises (BRPSE), that recommends CPSEs 

for closure or winding up to the Bureau for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction 

(BIFR), 47% of West Bengal (run by Trinamul Congress (TMC) which is a left wing 

party)CPSES were recommended for closur巴in2014. This was much higher than Ma・

harashtra (13%),Karnataka (24%) and Uttar Pradesh (27%) which were run by Shiv 

Sena (right-centre), Indian National Congress (centre) and Samajwadi Party (right-

centre) parties respectively. This indicates that PSEs located in left wing states have 

a considerable higher closure rate as opposed to right wing states. 

Hence, the study hypothesizes that profitability of an SLPE operating in a right wing 

state will be better than that in a left wing state. 

3.2. Political alignment between the Centre and the states 
The federal structure in India has modi自edtremendously in the last two decades. The 

main reasons are attributed to increasing number and power of regional parties, decline 

of INC rule in India and the rise of a coalition era in Indian politics. With regional 

and state parties gaining adequate attention in mainstream national politics, their role in 

policy formulation has also deepened. 

Jain (2017) reports that despite the rise in the importance of state parties in India, 

the Centre still holds a higher position in taking decisions related to transfers to state 

funds, borrowings by different states and grants to be disbursed between states. These 

decisions will be influenced by the centre state dynamics-favorable if the Centre party 

is running certain state governments too. Consequently, these decisions hav巴direct

repercussions on th巴policiesdevised by the stat巴governments.If th巴stateis run by 

a party not similar to that of th巴Centreand does not get巴noughfunds or grants from 

the Centre, it may design policies that may adversely affect all (including industrial) 

sectors. 

In a survey done by the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS) sixty 

percent of the voters stated that having the same party at the Centre and the state leads to 

better developmental outcomes.' Further, eminent leaders of the two most important na-

tional parties in India-Indian National Congress (INC) and Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) 

I http://indianexpress.com/article/politics/beh川d・verdict-most-voters-want-same-party-in・centre-and-
state/ 
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have supported same government in centre and state for better coordination and coop-

eration in policy outcomes.2 These excerpts from media reports signal the relevance of 

centre-state relations in India. Hence, we hypothesize that profitability of SLPEs will be 

higher if the enterprises are located in states that are politically aligned with the Centre. 

3.3. Election cycle 

Just before elections, governments may have a strong incentive to interfere within 

SLPE matters. SOEs can be used as mechanisms to support. government pet projects 

or distort local markets as a way to benefit incumbent politicians (Shleifer and Vishny, 

1994). Dinc (2005) finds that during election years public sector banks lend more than 

private banks in emerging economies. Similarly, Carvalho (2014）自ndsthat govern-

ments expand employment during elections and use state owned banks to provide firms 

with favorable lending conditions. Moita and Paiva (2013) show that prices in regu-

lated industries tend to follow the election cycles as well. Hence, it can be said that the 

relationship of profits of state owned enterprises will be driven by the high degree of 

political influence in the last two years of every incumbent government which must b巴

seen as a systematic effort for the incumbent governments to increase th巴irvotebank. 

The government can artificially keep the prices of products lower in last two years so 

that the general public gets satisfied. This reduction in price may lead to a detrimental 

or enhancing impact on profits (depending on the elasticity of demand). Thus, thee仔ect

of election cycle on pro自tsis an empirical exercise speci自cto the Indian SLPE exercise. 

4. DATA AND VARIABLES 

The studi巴ddataset has been created by compiling information on internal and ex-

ternal factors that a仔巴ctprofitability of SLPEs. The data spans a period of three years, 
speci白cally，自nancialyears 2007 to 2009.3 

4.1. Financial dαta 

In 2012, the Department of Pub I ic Enterprises, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry 

of Heavy Enterprises and Public Enterprises, published a compr巴hensivesurv巴yon state 

level public enterprises for the three year period (2007-2009). With a total of 849 op-

erational SLPEs, the National Survey compiled information from online data submitted 

by 625 enterprises. The study reports financial data on profits, turnover, capital, labor, 

centre loans, assets, sales and so on. The study uses profit after tax and other derived 

indicators to capture profitability of SLPEs. 

There is a plethora of studies that discuss the relevance of using profitability to cap-
ture performance of state owned enteゅrises(Majumdar, 1998; Ah吋aand Majumdar, 

1998). These studies argue that since these ente中riseshave a multidimensional objec-

tive function with profits only being a part of it, any measure of profitability may not be 

2 BJP: http://indianexpress.com/article/elections-2016/i ndia/india-news-india/asssam-assem bly-
elections-20 I 6-party-learnt-from-bihar-alliances-worked-in-assam-28川4651
INC: http:1/timeso白ndia.indiati mes.com/india/1 t-is・good-to・have-govts-of-same-party-in-Centre-state-
Rahullarticleshow/4386083.cms 

3 Financial years in India start from April of the current year and end on March of the following year. 
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suitable to gauge performance. These studies focus on technical efficiency or total foe-

tor productivity. Technical efficiency, estimated by stochastic frontier analysis or data 

envelopment analysis, is defined as the maximum output that can be produced given a 

certain amount of inputs. Total factor productivity, estimated by Solow residual, is de-

fined as the portion of growth of output that is unexplained by growth of inputs. While 

both these variables are better suited than profitability to captu陀 performanceof state 

own巴denterprises, the aim of the current study is more focused. Instead of capturing 

or comparing performance of SLPEs in different states of India, the study focuses on 

profitability. The main rationale of the study is to examine how profitability of these 

enterprises is a仔ecteddue to the multidimensional role that SLPEs cater to. Hence, the 

current study examines profitability of these enterprises. 

The study also employs state loans, firm size, subsidies by governments, capital stock 

and employee streng出asother variables. This is combined with state level political and 

economic factors collected from various sources. 

4.2. State spec併cpolitical variables 

The study uses three variables to capture external political factors in the state. 

Ideology score: I use ideology of the state to capture if the state is right or left wing. 

In ord巴Ito construct the ideology indices for the state and the central government, I 

rely on Chhibber and Nooruddin (2004) and Dash and Raja (2014), who have coded 

ideology scores of all national and major regional parties in India based on the parties’ 
objectives, past prescribed policies and actions. For the few remaining regional parties, 

I collected the relevant information from the parties’websites and media reports. The 
studies define the ideological stand as integer values from one to five, where right is 

coded 1, right-center 2, center 3, left-center 4 and left 5. These scores are reflective of 

past actions, party manifestos, reactions to policies undertaken by di仔erentgovernments 

in India. Next, by identifying the party that had won the most recent Vidhan Sabha 

(state-level) elections I get the state government’s ideology during the year. The study 

converts this ideology scale into a right dummy variable that takes the value I if the 

ideology score are 1 and 2. 

Political alignment: During 2007-2009 INC was in power at the Centre. The study 

us巴sa dummy variable, nam巴dpolitical alignm巴ntthat tak巴sa unit value only if the 

state is run by INC in the given year. Th巴dataon the outcom巴sof state-level elections 

in India is coll巴ctedfrom the Election Commission of India website. 

Election cycl巴： Th巴studyus巴sa dummy variable to captur巴theperiod in which 

political influence within an SOE is systematically higher than rest of the years. A 

dummy variable, named election cycle is used that takes a unit value if the year in 

question is the last two years of the current government. 

4.3. State specific economic variables 

The study tak巴saccount of various economic factors that affect th巴industrialenv卜

ronment at the state level. First of all the study captur巴sroad conn巴ctivityin a stat巴

which is d巴自n巴das the ratio of total l巴ngthof roads in th巴stat巴tothe total ar巴acov巴red

by the state. It helps in explaining how well the state is connected. Similarly, to capture 
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Table I. Comparison of CPSEs and SLPEs in India 

CPS Es SLPEs 
2007 2008 2009 2007 2008 2009 

Number of ente叩rises 217 213 217 589 614 624 
Employee size (Lakhs) 15.45 15.34 14.91 14.13 15.31 15.21 
Investment (Crores) 455409 513532 580784 329079 454471 518209 
Turnover (Crores) 1081925 1271521 1244805 239453 317316 366814 
Net profit/loss (Crores) 79809 83867 92203 865 -17866 -13227 

Source: Public Enterprise Survey, 2009 and 2007 

regular electricity supply, the study uses total electricity generated in a particular state 

normalized with respect to the total population of the state. To gauge the business and 

industrial conditions in a particular state, the study uses credit availability, which is the 
ratio of the total industrial credit in a state to the state domestic product. To capture 

labor market rigidities, the study uses the ratio of total man days lost in a state due to 

strikes and lockouts to the total workforce in a state. Further since low tax rates are 

lucrative and beneficial for profits, we use the ratio of total excise duty collected to the 

gross state domestic product of the state. 
This data is collected from Reserve Bank of India website, CMIE reports, Ministry 

of Statistics and Program Implementation and other state-level documents. Finally, 

the study uses information on the industry type to control for overall industry effects. 

The final dataset is constructed by compiling firm specific financial variables with state 

specific political and socio－巴conomicvariables. Thus th巴finaldataset has both internal 

and external factors that shape performance of enterprises. 

5. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

To give a better sense of the size and coverage of SLPEs, it is imperative to com-

pare them with the enterprises owned by the Centre, CPSEs. Table I compares the 

ent巴rprisesown巴dby th巴twowings on certain parameters. 

As Table I suggests with comparable aggregate employment and investm巴ntsacross 

CPSEs and SLPEs, ther巴巴xistsa huge gap betw巴巴nthe turnov巴rand profitability of the 

two sectors. Thus, Table l iterat巴Sthe significance of addr巴ssingth巴issueof pro白tabiト

ity for SLPEs. The study includes 625白rmsfor the analysis. We winsorize the data 

at 95% on total assets and profitability to do away with outliers. This l巴avesus with 

589 SLPEs. These SLPEs were located in several states. Of all the states, Kerala (53), 

Karnataka (52), West Bengal (52), Tamil Nadu (49) were the top states with highest 

number of SLPEs. In contrast, Arunachal Pradesh (I), Nagaland (I), Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands (I) and Mizoram (0) had the minimum number of SLPEs.4 

The top five states according to total profits earned in 2009-10 are presented in Ta-

ble 2. 

However, the average profits of SLPEs were highest in Orissa followed by Gujarat 

4 All SLPEs had been closed down in Mizoram before the period of analysis 
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Table 2. Top自vestates according to total pro自tsearned 

State Name Total Pro自tability(in lakhs) Share in total 

Gujarat 57968 6.68% 

Kera la 42256 4.87% 
Madhya Pradesb 10117 1.17% 

Tripura 1920 0.22% 

Goa 1867 0.22% 

Source: National Survey of State Public Sector Enterprises, 2009-10 

Table 3. State level elections between during the period of analysis 

Year States that had elections 

2007 Goa, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Manipur, Punjab, Uuarakhand, Uttar Pradesh 

2008 Chhattisgarh, New Delhi, Jamnu』andKashmir, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Meghalaya, 
Mizoram, Nagaland, Rajasthan, Trip岨ra

2009 Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Haryana, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Orissa, Sikkim 

Source: Election Commission of India 

Tab I巴 4.Average profitability of SLPEs according to state ideologies 

Ideology score Mean Profit Number of enterprises 

131.23 465 

2 154.55 183 

3 -2214.25 745 

4 -8351.93 131 

5 -60.53 315 

Note: Ideology score of I denotes a right wing party and 5 denotes a left wing pa同y.Aver品geprofits 
is calculated as the average pro日tsfor all SLPEs in that category. It is in Rs. Lakhs. 

Source: Calculated from the dataset 

where as New Delhi and Uttar Pradesh recorded highest average losses in SLPEs. 

5.1. State spec併cpoliticαLfactors 
To construct the political variables, th巴studyne巴dsto r巴cognizethe different el巴c-

tions that were held in India between April, 2007 and March 2010. At the Centr巴，

United Progressive Alliance (UPA) -I led by Indian National Congress (INC) was in 

pow巴rti II 2009. In th巴 lastyear, UPA-II l巴dby INC again came into power. How-

ever, the various state level Vidhan Sabha elections that took place in India during the 

analysis are presented in Table 3: 

Table 3 suggests that twenty three states had elections coinciding with the period of 

the study. This provides variation in the stat巴levelpolitical factors not just across states 

but also over time. 

To emphasize the influence of state sp巴ci白cpolitical factors on the net profits of 

SLPEs we present a set of tables (Tables 4ー7).
Table 4 shows that the average profitability of enterprises roughly falls as one moves 

from a right wing state to a left wing state. To test the robustness of the ideology scores, 
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Table 5. Average pro自tabilityof SLPEs according to right dummy variable (method 2) 

Right 

0 

Mean Profit 

-2319.72 

137.82 

i、lumberof剖1teゅrises

1191 

648 

Note: Ideology score of I denotes a right wing party and O denotes a left wing party. Average pro自1
is calculated as the average profits for all SLPEs in tha1 category. It is in Rs. Lakhs. The average 
pro自1sof the scores is sta1is1ically different a1 1 % signi自cancelevel. 
Source: Calculated from the dataset. 

Table 6. Average profitability according to political alignment 

Same Party 

0 

Mean Profit 

-935.89 

-2214.57 

Number of enterprises 

1094 

745 

Note: Same party is a dummy variable that takes the value I if the party at the centre and the state 
is same. Average profits is calculated as the average profit for all SLPEs in that category. It is in Rs 
Lakhs. The di行erencein average profit is signi自canta1 5% for、ameparty”variable. 
Source: Calculated from the dataset. 

Table 7. Average profitabiliry according to elec1ion cycle 

Election cycle 

0 

Mean Profit 

-1699.03 

-1269.99 

Number of ente叩rises

788 

1051 

Note: Election cycle is a dummy variable that takes 1he value I if 1he state government is in the last 
two years of its term. Average pro自tsis calcula1ed as 1he average profit for all SLPEs in 1hat category. 
It is in Rs. Lakhs. The di仔erencein average profit is insignificant. 
Source: Calculated from the dataset. 

we redefine the ideology scale as right (ideology scores 1 and 2), a dummy variable. 

The average profitability according to this classification has been depicted in Table 5. 

Table 5 cl巴arlydenotes average profitability decli『1ingwith movement from the right 

end to th巴leftend of the ideology sp巴ctrum.In Table 6, I present average profitability 

according to political alignment between the centre and stat巴gov巴rnm巴nts.

Table 6 it巴ratesthe fact that average profitability of SLPEs is slightly higher if they 

operate in a state that is run by the same party that runs the c巴ntre.Finally, Table 7 

presents the average profitability according to巴l巴ctioncycle and find that average profits 

is higher for eneterprises is the state government is in the last two years of its term. 

As a robustness check for the political variables, Tabl巴 8presents the mean di仔er-

ences for certain firm specific variables by segmenting SLPEs into loss making firm 

year observations and “non-loss”making firm year observations. It is seen that th巴loss

making SLPEs have a signi白cantlyhigher number of employees and get significantly 

higher subsidies from the state governments. 

These factors suggest that profitability of SO Es is an issue that demands attention. 
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Table 8. Firm speci自cfactors for loss making category versus the rest 

Categories Loss making Rest of the observations Di仔erence

No.of firm-ye晶rs 606 1233 
No. of employees 3257 2054 1201＊事＊

Capital employed 53366.04 61521.42 -8155.38 
Subsidies received 7629.38 3361.43 4267.95*** 
Contributions to state 3072.94 4273.29 -1200.35 
Note: Loss making column indicates自rmyearobservations for which net profits is less than zero. 
*** indicates significance at I% level. 
Source: Calculated from the dataset. 

6. ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY 

To analyse determinants of profits we start with a fixed effects regression. 

y;, ＝αk + f3, 十 8s+yx;,+rJZs1+£;j (I) 

In equation (1), y;, is the profit of the ith SLPE in the tth year. Here x;, is the firm 

specific internal factors and zs, is the set of variables consisting of external political 

and socio-economic factors at the state level.αk, f3,and 85 are the industry, year and 

geographical dummies in the fixed e仔ectsspecification. These dummy variables h巴Ip

to control any unobserved heterogeneity over tim巴andat the industry and state level. 

ドurther,to capture th巴conditional巴ffectof political variabl巴son economic factors we 

use an interaction term between one of th巴politicaland economic variables. Specifi-

cally, we test th巴interactionbetween political variables and subsidies given by the state 

governments to SLPEs. It is expected that the effect of subsidies given by the state to 

enterprises will be influe『icedby political factors. 

The current study uses four different model specifications by using a logarithmic 

transformation and standardization technique of firm speci白cvariables. Models I and 

II use logarithmic transformation where as Models Ill and IV use the standardization 

approach. The standardization formula used is the di仔erenceof the existing value with 

the minimum value normalized to the range in that group. All白rmspeci白cvariables 

are transformed by the respective rules to maintain consistency. In Models I and Ill, I 

include the ideology variable as defined by Dash and R勾a(2012) where the ideology 

variables range from l to 5. On the other hand Models II and IV condenses the ideology 

scale to a dummy variable，“right”that takes value 1 whenever the ideology scores are 

1 and 2. 

6.1. PropensiりPscore matching 
In order to re-affirm the relevance of external political factors in profitability of 

SLPEs, the study employs propensity score matching methods to compare profits across 

SLPEs located in (i) left and right wing states and (ii) states that are politically aligned 

with the centre and those that are not.5 

5 Propensity score matching cannot be done for election cycles since the variable will be a deterministic 
variable. 
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Propensity score matching is better than regression methodology for various reasons. 

First of all, unlike multiple regression methods, it is a non parametric method and hence 

we do not impose any specific functional form on the underlying data. Further, propen-

sity score method saves degrees of freedom as multiple covariates can be converted into 

the propensity score and thus avoids the problem of over parameterization. Although 

both techniqu巴sess巴ntialy provide similar results the essence and channel is differ巴nt.． 
H巴nc巴， asa robustness exercise, the current study uses matching methods to validate 

the main results of the regression models. However, since the ideology scale used for 

the purpose of this study is a number from l-5, we convert this into a dummy variable. 

We use a variable “Right”that takes the value I if the ideology score is I or 2. Propen-

sity score matching is implemented by estimating a probit model where the dependent 

variable is“Right". Selection of SLPEs in the right states is captured as a function of 

自rmspecific, industry and state specific factors. We include time dummies to capture 

unobserved year e仔ects.

Pi＝αi + f3xi ＋ηZs+£;; (2) 

Based on the propensity scores obtained from巴quation(2), SLPEs in the I巴ftstates 

are matched with that in the right ones. Matching on firm and industry specific attributes 

ensures that the SLPEs are similar to each other in th巴seaspects. Th巴n自nalstep is to 

capture the average treatment e仔巴ctin profitability for the matched sample between 

the right and left wing state enterprises. So, any difference in profitability can then be 

attributed to political ideology of the state. 

To capture the e仔ectof political alignn】entbetween both levels of the government on 

profitability we use propensity score matching method with a modi自eddependent vari-

able. In this context the dependent variable is the dummy variable“political alignment" 
that takes the value I if the enterprise is located in a state that is run by the same party 

that runs the centre. 

7. RESULTS 

7.1. Fixed effects Regression 

To understand the effect of external (state speci白c)political factors on the profitability 

of SLPEs, an industry level fixed effects regression is run. The results of the regressions 

have been compiled in Table 9. 

Table 9 presents results from four models examining the effects of various factors 

on the pro自tabilityof SLPEs. The main di行・erencebetween the models is in the way 

the firm specific factors are model巴d.This has been discussed in detail in the previous 

section. 

As Table 9 denotes, profitability of SLPEs is determined by a combination of internal 

and external factors. Among political external factors, ideology of the state, political 

alignment and election cycles influence profitability. Specifically, profitability of an 

SLPE is higher if it is op巴ratingin a stat巴thatis right wing. The main rationale b巴ingthe 

favorabl巴industrialreforms and policies undertaken by these governments have a direct 

effect on pro自timprovement. Secondly, profitability is higher if a firm is op巴ratingin a 
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Table 9 Detenninants of profitability of SLPEs 

Pro白1 Model I Model II Model Ill Model IV 

State level Political Factors 

Ideology of the state -0.174＊窓＊ 0.635*** -0.014*** 0.050＊＊本

(0.033) (0.103) (0.003) (0.009) 

Political alignment 0.193＊＊本 0.509帥 本 0.015*** 0.040＊料

(0.061) (0.092) (0.005) (0.008) 

Last two years of the tern】 1.727ホ本傘 1.699＊ホホ 0.199ホ＊念 0.195倉本場

(0.570) (0.568) (0.049) (0.049) 

State level Economic Factor百

Road density 0.113*** 0.112＊ホ＊ 0.010*** 0.009*** 

(0.030) (0.027) (0.002) (0.002) 

Industrial credit availability 0.173*** 0.204*** 0.016*** 0.018＊彬＊

(0.058) (0.057) (0.005) (0.005) 

Electricity tariff difference -0.088 0.046 -0.012 ー0.002
(0.140) (0.145) (0.012) (0.013) 

Labor m拙 ketrigidity 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Excise duty -0.916*** -0829*** -0.075＊寧$ -0.069料＊

(0.196) (0.196) (0.017) (0.017) 

Firm specific factors 

Capital employed 0.726*** 0.720*** 0.027 0.028 

(0.073) (0.073) (0.043) (0.043) 

Employee size -0.005 -0.003 -0.201＊＊本 -0.200場＊＊

(0.010) (0.010) (0.03 l) (0.031) 

Subsidy from the government -0.276*** -0.275＊＊議 -0.457爺倉本 -0.460＊場事

(0.041) (0.040) (0.056) (0.056) 

Contribution to state exchequer -0.519＊場＊ -0.528＊牟＊ -0.187*** -0.190*** 

(0.053) (0.052) (0.049) (0.049) 

Political and Economic interaction 

Subsidy* Election cycle -0.215＊窓＊ -0.212*** -0.025＊渚＊ -0.024** 

(0.070) (0.070) (0.006) (0.006) 

Other controls 

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Geographical dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No. of observations 1839 1839 1839 1839 

R squared 0.187 0.191 0.139 0.142 

Note: The table presents r己主uhsof an industry抗xedeffects regression of factors aflecting profitability 

。fSLPEs. Model I and II are logarithmic transformation of白nancialvariables. Models Ill and IV are 

standardized values of financial variables. Model I and Ill defines ideology as the scale defined by Dash 

and Raja (20 I 2)-spreading from I to 5 where I denotes right and 5 denotes left. Models Tl and IV define 

ideology as a dummy variable，“right”that takes the value l if the state is a right wing state. Standard 

errors are reported within parentheses.窓，＊＊ and 料＊ indicate significance at I 0%, 5% and I% respectively. 
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state that is run by the same party that is in power at the centre. With same parties at the 

centre and the state, it may lead to grants, aids and borrowings in the favor of the states 

(Singh and Vashishtha (2004)). This leads to an easier fiscal situation to deal with for 

those states and in the absence of any financial distress, all sectors (including industrial) 

perform well thus leading to higher profitability of all SLPEs in those states. Finally, 

profitability is higher if the enterprises are in states that have the last two years of the 

current governments’terms. This does not suggest that profits are being over reported 

but a possible explanation may be the reduction in price leads to greater expansions in 

outputs leading to increased profits. 

State specific socio-economic factors also shape the industrial environment of these 

SLPEs. Better connectivity of stat巴roads,abundant credit availability and low tax rates 

make the industrial environment favorable for SLPEs. This leads to higher profitability. 

Focusing on firm specific factors, it is observed that more capital, less employee size, 

low subsidies and loans from the state governments lead to higher profitability. 

Further, to test the conditional effect of subsidies by political cycle the study uses an 

interaction term between subsidies and election cycle. The results indicate a negative 

and signi自canteffect across all the models. This suggests that the e仔ectof the subsidies 

given by the state governments on profitability is stronger in the自rstthr巴eyears of the 

term. This indicates that efficacy of any economic factor is strongly conditioned by 

the political situation. The models discussed in Table 9 have controlled for unobserved 

effectシ yearly,industry wise and geographical area. 

7.2. Propensity score matching 

7.2.1. Ideology of the state 

The study involves matching SLPEs in states that are left and right wing. The match-

ing is done on the basis of a combination of白rmspecific factors and selected external 

variables (industry and year effects). Table 10 depicts that the mean tests of these co・

variates is statistically insignificant for the matched sample, indicating that the treatment 

and control groups are similar. 

The distribution of the propensity scores for the sample before and after matching 

have been presented in Figures I and 2. Figure 1 shows that after matching the proba-

bility of an SLPE to operate in a right wing state is the sam巴asthat in a non-right wing 

state. A similar interpr巴tationcan b巴don巴forSLPEs in “politically align巴d”states

(Figure 2). 

The自nalresults of the propensity score matching ex巴rcisehas been present巴din 

Table 11. 

Table 11 indicates that the effect of ideology and political alignment at both levels on 

profitability of SLPEs is as hypothesized. If an SLPE is located in a state that is right 

wing, it leads to high巴rprofitability, after controlling for all other effects. Similarly, an 

SLPE has a higher pro自tabilityif it is located in a state that is run by the party that is in 

power at the Centre too. 
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Table I 0. Covariates before and after the matching exercise 

Model I Model II 

Before After Before After 
Capital employed 2.24灘＊ 1.57 2.24** 0.72 
Employee size -1.63* -I 53 2.01市本 -0.83* 
Subsidy 1.80キ 1.60 ト90* -0.72 
Contribution to state 1.96** 1.55 1.87* 0.73 
Contribution to centre -1.22 -I 22 1.88* 0.79 

Control factors 
Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No. of observations 1761 1303 1761 789 
Note: The table denotes the mean di仔e問neetests before and after matching for all covariates used. In 
Model I, the dependent variable is“right”In Model IT, the dependent variable is“political alignment” 
The table presents the t statistic obtained for each variable. ＊， 掌ヘ＊事＊ indicate significance at I 0%, 5% 
and I% respectively. 
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Figure I. Propensity score distribution for “right”and“non-right'’states 

8. CONCLUSION 

The study examines profitability in state owned enterprises with a unique dataset gen-

erated by compiling SLPE financial data with state level economic and political factors. 

The issue of profitability is widely discussed in the area of public sector enterprises in 

India. Given the multidimensional social objectives that these enterprises cater to, there 

is a chance that these firms may incur operational hindrances and hence lose on profits. 

The current study takes a different take on this issue by including the influence of 

external factors in shaping up profits of these enterprises-specifically focusing on po・

litical factors. The study establishes thee仔巴ctof state ideology and same party at both 

levels of the governm巴nthas a strong bearing on pro白tabilityof SLPEs. Examining 

the interaction of political factors with economic variables, the results indicate that the 
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Table 11. Average treatment effect of political variables on profitability of SLPEs 

Pro品tability(average treatment effect) 

Model I 

0.015＊掌＊

Model U 

0.010* 

69 

Note: The table presents the average t悶 tmenteffect of external political factors on the profitability of 
SLPEs after matching. Models I indicates the effect according 10“right”ideology. Model II indicates 
the effect according to same party effect. The values川dicatethe average treatment effect. ***,**and* 
川dicatesignificanc-e at I, Sand 10% respectively. 

effect of loans given by the centre on profitability have a higher effect if the enterprises 

are located in the state run by the same party. 

The study indicates that profitability of state owned ent巴rprisesis not restrict巴dto 

自rmsp巴cificinternal factors. Given the typical double agent issu巴raisingconcerns of 

moral hazard issues, external factors may play a critical role in profit generation of these 

ent巴rprises.The current study, with the h巴Ipof standard econometric tools, establish巴S

how political factors can influenc巴profitabilityof these enterprises. 

There are some caveats in the analysis. The unavailability of data for later years 

does not allow extending the study beyond 2009-10. The propensity score matching 

approach requires a strong assumption for causal inference-matching has been done on 

observables and there are no unobservables that may influence the propensity scores. 
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